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Management Improvement Program – Phase II
successfully completed its previous 5 modules and
commenced the last module – Leadership
Development and Team Building from 28 – 30 August
2018. Day 1 began with a quick review of all the
previous workshops. Mr. G Chidambram
,painstakingly reviewed all the modules one by one.
Let us go back to what all was covered in the recap.

Financial Management - Train your staff so they
take up challenges. Kkey areas - Accountability and
transparency, Importance of budget planning, legal
compliance - FCRA , documentation and reporting
,developing sustainability plan for our ministries.

Project Planning- What is the value system we
follow, logical framework, social work and church
ministry models. Project proposal writing - what all
contents should be there. Importance of monitoring,
review and evaluation.

Resource mobilization -

Governance - What is governance and why
is it needed, difference between the board
and the management, Board is primarily for
developing policies and guidelines, and the
roles and responsibilities of board members,
office bearers , How to conduct board
meetings and documenting. Stay focused on

Kingdom Economics,

stewardship principles, promotional strategies ,
utilizing everyone’s skills in the ministry - keep all
involved in raising the resources, how to generate
resource and what is the donor's perspective.

your calling, commitment and vision.
Importance of Integrity and transparency.
Organizational policies and values,
strategically plan for 2 years , 5 years , 10
years. How to interpret the reports.

Human Resource Management :

Statutory

Mr. G Chidambram also discussed the Pre

compliance , deal with minimum wages, goal setting

training survey and areas of improvement

for the staff - training and development , HR

needed. He also pointed out the desired

Systems and polices , how to evaluate and monitor

outcome needed from MIP- What is the

staff's performance, how to get the employee

reason why we do MIP - It is to help Improve

engaged, current trends , Voluntary mobilization .

Leadership Qualities among CEOs with

Developing member care - Physical needs, mental

appropriate skills, Improved behaviors and

needs, spiritual needs, emotional needs

attitudes among staff, Improved Culture of

Mr. Anand Joshua
Exec Director CIM

the Organisations ,Changed style of
leadership, Stewardship of available
resources, Active and responsible Board

MIP was blessed when Mr. Anand Joshua accepted

members,Positively impact others lives and

our invitation to lead the 3 day workshop on the topic

communities , Branding and sustainability.

that is most close to his heart – ‘Leadership’.
Mr.Joshua took us through various stages of
leadership and how to become an effective leader
and what all could be the problems while being a
leader.
He started off by the very basic - VALUES, INTEGRITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY. He said there are a lot of
leaders but there is no leadership. We have been
appointed as leaders but we fail to feed back that
leadership to others.
An activity was done to form a base on leadership.
The participants were given sticky notes and were
asked to write down the name of the leader they
admire and his/ her qualities. Everyone gave out
some famous leaders and pointed out the qualities
that they would like to inculcate. A few of the
qualities were servant heart, humbleness, concern for
others, love and forgiveness, willing to sacrifice for
others, unconditional love, love for people. It was
clear by the qualities that it is our Lord Jesus who has
all these qualities and was a great leader.
He introduced ‘Values’ to us. Discussed St. Peter's
values ad how his value system changed after he
encountered the Holy Spirit. Also discussed - values
system that Christ gave us - Respect, Responsibility,
Honesty and Caring. Discussed the Vision of Aldersgate United Methodist Church.

Mr.Joshua also mentioned the importance of Integrity
to be faithful , to family , to employer & reiterated
that God is always concerned on how we walk in
integrity. He also laid importance on ' Accountability'
specially - faithful administration. He mentioned there
are 2 ways we can administer - the Common path
and the Kingdom path.

Furthermore, it was also discussed how as leaders we
fail to correctly delegate responsibility to our staff.

We looked into the

ART OF DELEGATION - What is

delegation and what it is not. We understood the 7
simple steps on how to delegate and could be the
possible fails if not delegated to the right person.

Leadership
Styles - Commanding , Visionary , Affiliative,
Mr. Joshua also highlighted the various

Democratic , Pace setting , Coaching. He also looked
into the style of Leadership that Jesus followed.

Another important topic was taken up in detail by him
-

Leadership Skills and Competencies. We looked

into the scriptures to see what were the competencies
of God’s servants. We also learnt the top 5 Leadership
competencies. Strong ethics and safety, self
organizing, efficient learning , nurtures growth,
connecting and belonging.

Mr. Sudhakar Prabhu,
Executive Coach & Leadership Development Specialist

It was indeed a privileged and honor to have to
have Mr. Sudhakar Prabhu who shared his
expertise with us on Team Building. Mr. Prabhu led
the session with great energy and enthusiasm. The
session started by and insightful topic of

Developing a Dynamic & High Performance
Team.
We looked into the challenge a leader goes
through to bring the team together for teamwork &
to achieve a set goal. The issues were highlighted
as Lack of unity, unable to trust team members,
attitude, commitment. We also looked into the
difference between a team and a group and how
to change a group into a team to achieve your
team goals.

An Activity was done where we formed 3 groups.
The groups were asked to create an iconic
structure with only newspapers and cello tape
within a limited time. The groups got into the
teams of their choice and started working towards
making those structures. Afterwards, we looked
into how did they function as a team - Forming
teams, Group goals, Communication, Participation,
Decision making, Problem solving

We also looked into the characteristics of

High

Performance team. What motivates people - the
non monetary motivation,- it's the satisfaction , How
do you communicate the vision in such a way that
people find meaning and purpose to bring that vision
alive and accomplish the goals;

LEAD BY EXAMPLE.
SHARED

Leadership is about enabling others,

LEADERSHIP, collectively collaborate and engage...
Decentralize organizations, distributing leadership,
shared leadership.
Allow people to participate to make decisions. Find
the right kind of people.If you hire the right people,
you will have a high performance team, have a
blueprint of what talents people have, then you can
assemble the right team. As a leader - recognize who
has what talent - can create a dynamic effect.

Team Dynamics were also discussed in detail by Mr.
Sudhakar. He familiarized us on how to put together
a team with different and diverse interests. How to
learn together as one team , engage and
communicate with the team to achieve a common
goal.

Leading Self to Leading teams was another topic
that was discussed. Transitioning from team player to
team builder. How should we plan for the team and
the team members , Accountability and working
through people for results , develop capabilities to
meet high standards.

Conflicts is one important aspect that could not be
avoided. Mr. Sudhakar also took us through Conflict
management & how it arises between teams. We
learnt on how to approach and resolve conflicts.

We thank both our resource persons, Mr. Anand
Joshua and Mr. Sudhakar who took out 3 days of time
to be with us ,coach us and guide us through. It was
indeed a blessed time for the gathering.
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